SEDS INDIA ELECTIONS 2018
Questionnaire for AT-LARGE
1. How well do you understand your responsibilities as a position holder? Justify with
an answer
The responsibility of the position holder is not being like the normal member which make
the person to work not like the other members make them to work double or even more
than that. This attitude of the person can make a good thought in all also helps in achieving
success. The main thing which I have learnt from my college is to take responsibility if
you are willing it will not approach you. The responsibility is the duty which is assigned
to the person but in my view, everyone must to take it if they can do it.
2. What changes you want to make in an organization such as SEDS to make it pan
India and how do you plan to contribute to it
First, I will make sure about the reach of the SEDS all over Indian colleges and
universities which helps to know about the reach of SEDS among the students.
Secondly making sure about the future requirement for the other SEDS chapter which
helps them to organise events locally.
Concentrating more on project make students to be encouraged also conducting idea events
helps the person to deliver their idea who are not able of developing their own project
without any assistants.
3. How much time will you be able to spare for your job as SEDS India position holder?
There is no time to be required for the thing which we are passionate towards it make us
to work all time when it required. If the we are working in the passionate environment then
time is nothing a matter to work on.
4. What are your strengths and weaknesses that make you stand out in a crowd?
STRENGTH:
✓ Ability to manage team and can be able to work with my views which will be
beneficial.
✓ Flexible attitude towards the team.
✓ Dedicated.
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WEAKNESS:
✓ Easily tempered.
5. How will your personality (strengths and weaknesses) help you in your job? Justify
From the past year I had been the part of SEDSKCT which help to improve my strength
in the situation which we have faced had enabled me to have a great experience from my
seniors which helps me learn many things from them. They act as a guide to improve my
qualities also they teach me what they feel as weakness in me and advised me to overcome
it. More over my clear view about the work help me examine my ideas to them and my
flexible attitude help me with good interaction with my colleagues.
6. What are your technical expertise? How do you plan to make SEDS outreach as
well as SEDS projects a pan India movement?
Good in software like Arduino, C and Python also interested in designing which made to
learn Fusion 360, Adobe Photoshop and learning about these more to be an expertise
person.
Implementing new events like idea competitions which helps the student which boost the
members to give their ideas who are not able to apply the idea on their own also conducting
project expo. Making a tie ups and good relationship with other SEDS chapters and with
great companies and with great person like research peoples, scholar etc, who are
interested in.
7. How do you plan to raise funding for various activities that happen in SEDS projects/
outreach?
Signing MOU with some companies who can make their favour to our organization which
helps to increase the new project development also the good outcome project is to be
awarded with the Internship chances from the company.
If any of the project is successful it must be documented and certified and then it must be
developed as a product and to be marketed all over.
Fixing a mandatory amount for the members will also help to increase the funding
8. Tell five different competitions SEDS India could participate in the upcoming year?
• ARSSDC- International Design Competition ( www.arssdc.org )
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• Call for Ideas: 2018 NOVA DESIGN AWARD "Future Living Space"
( https://www.archdaily.com/895522/call-for-ideas-2018-nova-design-awardfuture-living-space )
• MARS CITY DESIGN - The Innovation Platform for Creating Cities on Mars (
https://www.marscitydesign.com/competition-2018 )
• Project Mars – An International Art and Film Contest
( http://www.projectmarscompetition.com/index.html )
• FLY YOUR IDEAS 2019 – ( https://www.airbus-fyi.com/ )
9. Case study:
Two different chapters under the SEDS India board want to conduct a similar
experiment in their respective colleges. As a person you are aware of the fact
that your college is better in the facilities for the experiment but you cannot be
biased. How do you find a way out? How do you allocate resources? And if you
are cutting one of the experiments, how do you justify?
For any of the position holder it will be a tough time to decide but everything must be
solved by the position holder because he is the responsible person for it. Now as per my
concern I will be insisting the two team to have an official meet and presentations about
the experiment before the panel members and then according to the result the SEDS will
provide the resources to them if the experimenting team is very clear about the idea and
then they are heading towards the goal will get the maximum resources. If suppose the two
team are good enough to compete each other I will combine the two teams and ask them
to work together to reach the common goal.
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